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Question by K B~ 
Could-you please tell me if your investigations a;:-e li
mited to sequential hunting structures. If so, could 
the results presented here and in the alternative rou
t ing tab les we got yesterday, be extended to other 
hunting methods? 

Answer 
We investigate also gradings with a homogeneous struc
ture and hunting at random - or sequentially from a 
randomly chosen starting point. In particular Mr. G 
Kampe from our Stuttgart University team did a lot of 
work in this field. Accord ing to more than 20.106 calls 
performed by simulations on a digital computer a good 
adaptation is possible with a very similar formula as 
for the MD I adaptat ion method. A pub 1 ication is under 
work. 

Question by M ANDERBERG 
You-suggest that tables are prefered as compared to 
computer programs. From our experience we have 
seen that the same network is studied several times 
with only small alterations of input data. Would it not 
be more practical to have a program for such cases, 
and do you then need the simplification,s introduced? 

Answer 
The Federal German Post Office is already considering 
to develop such computer programs for a central ized 
computer aided planning, however using the same 
methods which I was describing and which have already 
been ir)troduced from the German Fed. P.O. since 1970 
for desk calculation, regarding the national ODD net
work within the FRG. It works very well. 

But therewith I come to the 2nd part of your question 
which sounds, whether I would recommend the same 
simpl ifications for computer aided dimensioning too? 
The answer is YES for the following reasons: 

a) The field engineers being responsible for a certain 
ODD area must be able to check easily the results 
they get from the computer manually, whether these 
results are reasonable ones or nonsens! 

b) The accuracy of traffic measurements, traffic fore
cast, trunk cost ratios is uncertain by abt + 10" ,20 % 
each. Th~refore the accuracy of the methods of the tab
le book et 4 % close to the theoretical cost minimum) is 
fully sufficient. 

Question by M ANDERBERG 
You-were concisely focusing upon new results referring 
to the loss calculation of multistage 1 ink systems, but 
without giving details. Can you give a few :'"urther re
marks to these methods please? 

Answer 
The-methods for the rather accurate loss calculation 
of link systems with group selection and offered PCT1 
having no concentration in all stages but evtl. the last 
one, have been explained in paper No. 232 (BAZLEN, 
KAMPE, LOTZE). 

These two methods (named CLIGS-A and CLIGS-B) have 
now been extended to 

a) offered PCT2 (Finite Source Traffic) and furthermore 
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b) to 1 inksystem with concentration in the 1 st and/or 
further stages, for both offered PCT1 or PCT2 resp. 

In case of PCT2 one applies Erlang"s Bemoull i For
mula to calculate the blocking probability of the out
lets per 1 st stage multiple. For intermediate blocking 
behind 2nd ••. last but one stage one applies the Bino
mial Quotient Formula (BQF). Also the blocking proba
bility per outgoing group can be calculated by means 
of this BQ Formula. Highly accurate results B=f(A) 
are obtained from abt 0.5 0/00 up to ~ 80 %. 

Question by M ANDERBERG 
You-mentioned, that your method to optimize alterna
te routing networks, is also applicable to link systems 
without any iterative calculation. Please give some 
more comments to this method. 

Answer 
L ink systems with full or "practically" full accessibi
lity to arbitrarily large groups have no dimensioning 
problems, one applies simply Erlangs loss formula. 

However, in case of increasing traffics and group 
sizes, the further extension of such 1 ink systems with 
practically full access becomes expensive and also pro
b lematic with regard to the markers. 

Applying usual link systems with 1 i m i t e d access i
bil ities, one has traffic dependent and group size 
dependent accessibil ities, which makes the dimensio
ning very unhandy, last not least, if the link system 
has high usage groups with overflow to final routes. 

.!:: C A - link system MODULS with limjted but Con
stant Access avoid these difficulties. In many cases 
one achieves with a good 1 im ited access (say e. g. k=20) 
also a very economic occupancy as well as a smaller 
increase of loss in case of overload. For high usage 
routes even k=8 •• 20 is often suffic ient. These LCA
MODULS can be operated with point to group selection 
as well as with point to point selection! 

They have the following features: 

1. Each LCA MODUL has practically full access to 
all its N2 outlets, Le. its TRANSPARENCY is equal 
to or greater than N2 , even for the worst overload case 
of e.g. 0,95 erlangs per inlet (cf. 7. ITC paper No. 232). 
This corresponds for point to group selection to a re
quirement of 50 ••. 80 crosspoints per erlang, pro
vided 0.75 erlang per inlet of a LCA-modul, if N2= 
100 •••• 1000 outlets. 

2. Each LCA MODUL with N1 inlets and N2 out
lets operates like a one stage group selector frame 
with N 1 se lectors and N 2 common outlets. 
These outlets can be subaivided arbitrarily among 
the R outgoing groups with n 1 , n2' ••••• n . ••• nR 
trunks, where n j ;Z k . • Accord ing to point f. these 
k j "s are con s tan -t. 
3. Very flexible and easy extension of exchanges by 
install ing more moduls, without changing existing link 
structures. The outlets of the newly installed modules) 
become - per group - connected parallel as long as 
n · <: k . . For nj)k j one connects the corresponding 
o6ti;ts bf the moduls by a (mostly homogeneous) 
grading with an interconnection number H<:2. 

4. With regard to these gradings, which should have 
H~2, one needs - analogeously to one stage group 
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se lectors - more outlets than in lets per modul (behind 
any grading one has the "normal" loads per trun~ 
abt 0.5 .•• 0.9 erl acc. to (k,n,B). Therefore N2 must 
be abt 2·N 1 • 

5. A marker can (but must not) serve on ly 0 n e 
LCA-MODUL. This comparatively small operating 
field yields faster marker procedures. Mutual aid bet
ween markers of identically equal moduls is easy. The 
bottle neck "one at a time" can be restricted to one mo
duI. 

6. Examp le of Des ign: 

Be desired a LCA MODUL type with N 1=150 inlets and 
150 outlets for single operation, i.e. with extended 
N 2~ 2· N 1 out lets, if g rad ings or para lle 1 connect ing 
is required between 2 or more mfduls. For practi
cally full acce.ss a transparency /N2 ~ 1.0 shall be 
guaranteed even in the worst overloaa case of 1 .0 
erl/inlet. According to the minimum crosspoint rules 
in (paper 232, 7. ITC) we obtain with S = 3 stages 
a structure as follows: 

150(~ t 25 
1..QJJ.g 

30 
10/10 )300 

30 J 
This modul needs 
CPE = 69 ~ross
points 2er ~rlang 
for 0.75 erl/inlet 

or with S = 4 we get the structure 

150(~ ~ ~ ~)300 CPE=66,7 L" 30 60 60 30 J 

Be assumed that 20 outgoi~ trunk groups shall be hun
ted. We pres§ribe for 91 s choice groups k = 10. For 
further 10 2n choice groups k = 15 be prescribed. 
For the 20th group (e.g. the final group) k = 60 be de
sired. 

The groups of type 1 have one outlet in any 3 rd mul
tiple of the last stage. The groups of type 2 have one 
outlet in any 2nd multiple and the final group has 2 
outlets in each multiple. The sum of all outlets is 
N2 = 300. 
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Question by M ANDERBERG 
New-Route justification appears to be highly inftuenced 
by the rearrangement factor. Would you care to comment 
on this and on the accuracy of the factor itself? . 

Answer 
The factor has a major influence on the justification of 
new routes. Change costs money, often more than is 
real ised because of the widespread effects. As such 
the factor is an essential one. More than this however, 
change also increases the risk of error and, in effect, 
the factor gives a value to network stability - some
thing of real practical value. 

Regarding accuracy, it is of course very difficult to 
assess such a factor. We are concerned with a number 
of indeterminal variables and have had to make a num
ber of broad assumptions based on practical experience. 
Thus the value of the factor is an approximation but is 
as accurate as we can make it. I should add that since 
my paper was written we have reassessed the factor 
in variable form. A factor of 40 is used for direct 
routes under 50 km in length, this is increased in 
steps of 10 for each extra 50 km to a maximum of 80 
for routes over 200 km • 

Quest'ion by A P NETO 
r wouid like to know why have you considered that the 
numDer of circuits saved on the tandem route is A/t, 
taking into account that other traffic items should be 
carr ied by the same tandem route? 

Answer 

Aft is the number of circuits saved because A is the 
actual traffic to be transferred to the new route, 

whilst t is the average loading per circuit saved on 
the tandem routing. After the traffic is transferred 
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the tandem route rema ins to carry the other traffic 
items referred to, perhaps at a slightly reduced 
efficiency because of its smaller size, but use of the 
figure of 0.82 Erlangs for t allows for this, this 
being the reduction in traffic carrying capacity of a 
reasonably large tandem route when that route is re
duced by one circuit. 
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Question by M ANDERBERG 
In -your paper it is mentioned at page 4, that the con
gestion of the service protection group should be half 
of the congestion for the high usage routes. How did 
you come to this value? 

Answer 
As a matter of fact I have found the value by calcula
ting a number of examples. 

I have aimed at approximately equal values for the con
gestion of the in~ivi~ual l?ads by routing through the net-. 
work to the destmatton - m case of one transit exchange. 

From the examples I have found that half of the con
gestion seems to be a reasonable and simple rule for 
practical use. 
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Question by M ANDERBERG 
The traffic recording system that you describe is 
based on the use of the time consistent busy hour and 
certain predetermined scanning rates. In a network 
with different busy hours on different routes how can 
you use the system? Would it involve more than soft
ware changes? 

Answer 
The-system described at present permits 3 separate or 
consecutive hours recording durin.g the day and this 
would normally be used to record for an hour each 
in the morning, afternoon and evening busy periods. 
Most route busy hours would fall in one of these hours. 
If, however, some route busy hours fall outside all of 
the three hours the facility exists for taking special 
records at dates and times dictated by the user. 

We also have in mind that it may be necessary to record 
for longer periods than c!le hour at a time and to deter
mine traffic ftow at 1/4 or 1/2 hourly intervals. This 
can be achieved with only software changes and in any 
further appl ication of the system we shall incorporate 
the facil ity for recording for up to 15 hours when 
necessary. If this is required for locating busy hours 
the large amounts of raw data will be dumped on tape 
and processed separately to economise in storage ca
pacity at the traffic recording computer centre • 

Scanning rates over any particular block or blocks of 
access points can be varied with the present arrange
ment by calling up the block more than once during 
a scanning cycle. The absolute limit to scanning rate 
with the present system is once every 6 seconds which 
is the time to scan a single block. 

Question by A ELLDIN 
How-much in percent of total investments in telephone 
plant will the complete introduction of your measure
ment system cost? 

Answer 
We are currently spending about £ 500 million a year 
on capital assets for the telephone service. The traffic 
recording system I described would cost about £ 5 
million to serve the 2300 larger exchanges where we 
already have automatic traffic recording equipment 
i • e. exchanges with more than about 600 connections. 
Investment in traffic recording equipment would thus 
be around 0-1 % of the total investment in telephone 
plant over the next 10 years assuming that our invest
ment remains at about its present leve l • 
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Question by M AN DERB ERG 
Considering the difficulty to define when there is an 
overload condition with reference to its level and area 
of extension, can the author express the reason for the 
choice of the overload in his paper. 

Answer 
The investigation has been 1 imited to overloads origi
nated in single areas because these ones verificate very 
often practically and also are what we intend to take into 
account in planning in order to achieve the best utili
zation of the resources with references to different 
network structures. On the other side overloads inte
resting larger areas can be controlled only through 
appropriate management actions, but this is not the 
aim of the present investigation. 
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